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Fabrication of core–shell, yolk–shell and hollow
Fe3O4@carbon microboxes for high-performance
lithium-ion batteries†
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Metal oxide–carbon composites with core–shell, yolk–shell and hollow structures have attracted
enormous interest because of their applications in lithium-ion batteries. However, the relationship
between structure and battery performance is still unclear. Herein, we report the designed synthesis of
unique core–shell, yolk–shell and hollow Fe3O4@carbon microboxes through a one-step Stöber coating
method, followed by a carbonization process. Different calcination temperatures were investigated to
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manipulate the various structures, and the impact of layer thickness on the battery performance was also

DOI: 10.1039/c7qm00059f

doped carbon shells having a thickness of 15 nm exhibited an excellent performance in lithium-ion batteries

assessed. Our results showed that the core–shell structured Fe3O4@carbon microboxes with nitrogenwith a high reversible capacity of 857 mA h g
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that could be retained after 100 cycles at a current

density of 0.1 A g .

Introduction
As one of the typical energy storage and supplemental devices,
rechargeable lithium ion batteries (LIBs) are promising candidates
toward sustainable energy.1–3 In the past decade, enormous efforts
have been undertaken toward advanced electrode materials.
Fe3O4-based nanomaterials with special morphologies and structures have been used as anode materials with superior performance
because of their high theoretical capacity (924 mA h g 1), low cost,
a
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low toxicity and the natural abundance of iron.4,5 However, large
volume expansion during lithiation, poor electronic conductivity
and ion diffusion ability are major problems that restrict the
practical applications of these anode materials.6,7 Design and
fabrication of particles with special morphologies and tailored
properties have been reported to enhance the cycle performance
and rate capability.8–28 For example, in the case of hollow Fe3O4based structures, a sufficiently large space can be provided to
facilitate the drastic volume expansion and short diffusion paths
to promote lithium-ion transport.29,30 In particular, the design of
special core–shell and yolk–shell structures is an alternative
efficient strategy to improve the cycling performance.31–35 An
adequately designed interior space has been proven to be crucial
for accommodating the large volume change of the Fe3O4 active
materials, and the particle aggregation can also be hindered
using protective shells. However, synthesis of the abovementioned
structured materials involves multiple steps; thus, there is still a
challenge to fabricate particles with different compositional and
morphological cores and shells at the same scale. In addition, a
deep understanding of the relationship between the structure of
particles including core–shell, yolk–shell and hollow structures
and electrochemical performance is rarely discussed.
Hollow and yolk–shell structured materials with tailored
physical and chemical properties have shown great potential
for a variety of applications including catalysis, drug delivery,
energy storage and conversion.36–40 Recently, we have successfully
prepared nitrogen-doped carbon capsules with mesoporous
carbon shells41 and macroporous voids. In addition, hierarchical
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mesoporous yolk–shell carbon spheres (YSCSs) with ordered
mesoporous carbon cores and microporous carbon shells42 have
also been synthesized via an extended Stöber method. The
versatile coating techniques used for fabrication of various
carbon spheres along with our well-established carbon spheres
library37,43–45 allowed us to design and synthesise core–shell and
yolk–shell metal oxide carbon composites with unique core@
void@shell structures. This approach can also be further utilized
for preparing other core–shell structures with various morphologies,
such as polymer@polymer,42 Ag@polymer44 and a-Fe2O3 nanospindle@polymer.46 In addition, the microbox-type structures have
been shown to exhibit excellent energy storage performance;
however, the available literature on their synthesis is very
limited.47–49
To create active sites and further enhance the conductivity,
catalytic activity and the interaction between carbon composites
and reactants, doping heteroatoms such as nitrogen is usually
used.41 Two diﬀerent routes are usually employed to prepare
N-doped carbon nanocomposites: (a) direct pyrolysis of nitrogencontaining precursors such as melamine foam, carbon nitride
and polymer framework;37,41 and (b) post-synthesis incorporation
of nitrogen atoms into a carbon framework via chemical
vapour deposition (CVD),50 or thermal treatment in ammonia
or polyaniline.50,51
Herein, we report a one-step Stöber coating method to
synthesize unique core–shell, yolk–shell structured Fe3O4@carbon
microboxes using Fe2O3 cubes as cores. These particles were used
to fabricate anodes and examine the lithium storage capability;
electrochemical testing of these anodes showed excellent cycling
performance, high rate capability, and high Coulombic efficiency.
The particles studied combine the advantages of core–shell
structures and conductive carbon shells acting as buffer layers.
This study provides some guidelines for selecting proper polymer
coatings and calcination conditions to achieve the desired
structure and functionality of nanomaterials for fabricating
lithium ion battery electrodes, and to investigate the relationship between the structure of particles and the performance of
these electrodes.

Experimental
Materials
The following chemicals were used in this study: formaldehyde
(37% solution), aqueous ammonia (25% solution), ethanol
(95–100%), 3-aminophenol (99%), ferric chloride (FeCl3) and
sodium hydroxide (NaOH), all were purchased from SigmaAldrich and used as received without any further purification.
Washing was achieved with ultrapure water, and if needed the
reagent grade ethanol was applied. Ultrapure water was used
for solution preparation.
Synthesis of Fe2O3 microcubes
The Fe2O3 microcubes were synthesized through a simple
precipitation method. In a typical synthesis, 50 mL of 5.4 M
NaOH solution was mixed with 50 mL of 2.0 M FeCl3 solution
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with continuous stirring at 75 1C. The resultant Fe(OH)3 gel was
continually stirred at the same temperature for 10 min, and
transferred to a hydrothermal reactor, which was then placed
into an oven for 4 days at 100 1C. The red product was collected
and washed with DI-water and ethanol three times before
drying at 80 1C overnight.
Synthesis of Fe2O3@polymer core@shell structures (FP)
In a typical synthesis, CTAB (0.1 g) was dissolved in a mixture of
water (20 mL) and ethanol (8 mL). Then, an aqueous solution of
ammonia (NH4OH, 0.2 mL, 25 wt%) was added and stirred at
room temperature for 0.5 h, followed by addition of Fe2O3
cubes (0.1 g). After stirring for 0.5 h, 3-aminophenol (0.04 g)
was added into the abovementioned suspension. After stirring
for an additional 30 min, a solution of formaldehyde (0.056 mL)
was added. The mixture was stirred for 24 h at room temperature
and subsequently heated for 24 h at 100 1C under static conditions
in a Teflon-lined autoclave. The solid product was recovered by
centrifugation and dried at 100 1C for 24 h. Subsequent variations
of the synthesis process involved altering 3-aminophenol and
formaldehyde to adjust the thickness of polymer coating; the
resulting materials are denoted by FP-X, where X = 10, 23, 43 and
233 is the thickness of polymer expressed in nanometers.
Synthesis of Fe3O4@carbon core@shell structures (FC)
The obtained Fe2O3@polymer core@shell structures were
carbonized under N2 flow in the tube furnace at a heating rate
of 1 1C min 1 up to 350 1C, kept for 2 h at that temperature,
heated again at the heating rate at 1 1C min 1 up to 700 1C and
dwelled for 4 h to achieve Fe2O3@carbon core@shell structures.
Subsequent variations of the synthesis process involved various
calcination temperatures: 500, 700 and 900 1C; the resulting samples
are denoted as FC-X–Y, where X and Y refer to the thickness of
polymer coating and calcination temperature, respectively.

Results and discussion
The proposed synthetic strategy for the preparation of core–
shell and yolk–shell structured Fe3O4@carbon microboxes is
illustrated in Scheme 1. First, uniform Fe2O3 microcubes were
coated with aminophenol–formaldehyde (APF) resin polymer to
obtain Fe2O3@APF polymer core–shell structures. In the subsequent step, these structures were converted into core–shell
and yolk–shell structured Fe3O4@carbon and hollow carbon
cages under a N2 atmosphere through varying the calcination
temperature. A co-precipitation method was used to synthesize
the uniform Fe2O3 microcubes with an average size of about
650 nm and a rough surface (Fig. 1a and b), which was also
confirmed by TEM imaging (Fig. 1c and d). Then, the as-synthesized
Fe2O3 microcubes were successfully coated with a uniform and
smooth layer (Fig. 1e and f) of APF polymer with a thickness of
around 23 nm as shown in Fig. 1g and h.
In the next step, these core–shell structured FP-23 particles
were transformed into Fe3O4@carbon core–shell structures
after carbonization in a N2 atmosphere at 500 1C, as shown in
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Scheme 1 Synthetic illustration of the preparation of core–shell structures,
yolk–shell structures and hollow structures of Fe3O4@carbon (red, green,
brown and blue colours refer to Fe2O3 cubes, polymer shell, Fe3O4 particles
and carbon shells, respectively). Note: darker blue colour in the scheme
denotes an empty space; in the core–shell particles there is no space
between core and shell, while in the yolk–shell particles there is space
between the yolk and shell.

Fig. 1 SEM images (a and b) and TEM images (c and d) of Fe2O3 cubes,
SEM images (e and f) and TEM images (g and h) of FP-23.

Fig. 2a–d. FC-23-500 particles presented a core–shell structure
with a carbon shell thickness of about 15 nm. After elevating the
temperature to 700 1C, hollow voids were created between the
carbon shells and Fe3O4 cores (as shown in Fig. 2e and f). Note
that the visible small impurities on the surface of FC-23-700
particles are carbon nanospheres derived from resin nanoparticles formed via self-polymerization side reactions during
the Stöber coating process. The TEM images of FC-23-700 in
Fig. 2g and h also confirm the formation of yolk–shell structures
with shell thickness of about 12 nm. On increasing the temperature
to 700 1C the core material was gradually released from the carbon
shells to form large internal voids between the cores and carbon
shells, which resulted in converting the core–shell structure of
FC-23-500 to the yolk–shell structure of FC-23-700. The resulting
yolk–shell structure of Fe3O4@carbon-23-700 was further examined
by investigating the elemental distribution with a scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) and the corresponding energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping, as shown in Fig. 2i. As
can be seen, elemental iron was well distributed in the core and the
carbon element was uniformly distributed on the entire carbon box,
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further supporting the formation of yolk–shell structures. Hollow
carbon boxes with shell thickness of about 8 nm (Fig. 2j) can be
achieved after elevating the temperature to 900 1C, indicating that
all the core material has escaped from the carbon shells.
This can be attributed to in situ reduction–carbonization of Fe2O3
cubes coated with nitrogen-doped carbon at high temperatures
causing iron to escape from the carbon shells. Scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) and the corresponding
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping was used
to investigate the distribution of each element. As can be seen
from Fig. 2k for FC-23-900, the carbon, nitrogen and oxygen
atoms were homogeneously distributed in the carbon box
framework. Moreover, all the irons escaped from carbon boxes
and only a small amount of iron could be found on the outer
layers of the carbon boxes.
It is also worth mentioning that the structure parameters of
the obtained Fe2O3@polymer core–shell structures were highly
tuneable. As one of the advantages of the RF coating strategy,
the thickness of aminophenol resin polymer could be adjusted
from 10 to 233 nm by controlling the amount of aminophenol
and formaldehyde while keeping other synthetic parameters
unchanged. After calcination of FP-43 with a shell thick of
43 nm (Fig. S1a and b, ESI†) in a nitrogen atmosphere at 500
and 700 1C, the carbon shell of the obtained FC-43-500 shrank
to 33 nm (Fig. S1c and d, ESI†) and 26 nm (Fig. S1e and f, ESI†),
respectively. Elevating the calcination temperature to 900 1C
resulted in the release of elemental iron from the core and
damage to the core–shell structure, as shown in Fig. 1g and h. A
similar phenomenon was also observed when the thickness of
aminophenol polymer was increased to 233 nm, as shown in
Fig. S2 (ESI†). Moreover, the thickness of carbon layer decreased
to 152 nm and 110 nm when the temperature was increased to
500 1C and 700 1C, respectively. Higher calcination temperature
at 900 1C resulted in the collapse of the core–shell structure.
However, after coating a polymer layer of about 10 nm on the
core surface (Fig. S3a and b, ESI†) and carbonizing it at 500 1C
(Fig. S3c and d, ESI†) and 700 1C (Fig. S3e and f, ESI†), only bulk
composite materials with carbon nanoparticles present on the
surface were formed because the core Fe2O3 materials expanded
and their confinement within thin carbon shell was extremely
difficult.
The crystal structure and composition of FC particles was
studied via XRD analysis, and the results are shown in Fig. 2
and Fig. S1 (ESI†). The complex XRD patterns at diﬀerent
calcination temperatures reflect the structural transformation
from core–shell to yolk–shell and hollow carbon structures.
Both XRD patterns of FC-23-500 and FC-43-500 (Fig. 3) exhibit
the typical peaks of Fe3O4 (JCPD No. 65-3107) and no additional
peaks are found, revealing that the Fe2O3 core materials were
totally converted into Fe3O4. When the carbonization temperature
reached 700 1C, new phase Fe3C (JCPDS No. 89-2867) appeared in
FC-23-700 and FC-43-700. This indicates that Fe2O3 cubes were
simultaneously reduced by a carbon precursor and finally converted
to metallic iron, which could fuse and escape from the relatively
thin carbon shell. Increasing the carbonization temperature to
900 1C resulted in the formation of metallic iron in FC-23-900.
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Fig. 2 SEM images (a and b) and TEM images (c and d) of FC-23-500; SEM images (e and f) and TEM images (g and h), HAADF image, STEM and EDS
elemental mapping (i) of FC-23-700; TEM images (j), HAADF image, STEM and EDS mapping (k) of FC-23-900.

Fig. 3 XRD patterns of FC-23-500 (a), FC-23-700 (b), FC-23-900 (c),
FC-43-500 (d), FC-43-700 (e) and FC-43-900 (f).

However, compared with FC-23-900, the XRD pattern of
FC-43-900 showed additional peaks that could be ascribed to
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Fe3C and Fe3O4. This is probably due to the fact that the
relatively thick polymer coating impeded heat transfer from
the carbon shell to the core material and further restricted the
reduction ability of the carbon layer.
The surface areas of FC-23-500, FC-23-700, FC-23-900 and
FC-43-700 were determined by nitrogen adsorption measurements,
and the results are shown in Fig. 4 and Table S1 in the ESI.† As
shown in Fig. 4a, the nitrogen adsorption isotherms of the four
samples were type IV with a distinct hysteresis loop, indicating the
presence of mesopores.52 Note that these isotherms showed a
rapid increase in the adsorbed volume at relative pressures close to
one, which is characteristic for type II isotherms observed for
nonporous and macroporous materials. As presented in Table S1
(ESI†), the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area and the
pore volume obtained on the basis of the adsorption isotherm for
FC-23-500 were 156 m2 g 1 and 0.3 cm3 g 1, respectively.
As the calcination temperature increased to 700 and 900 1C,
the BET surface area and pore volume decreased, respectively,
to 90 m2 g 1 and 0.2 cm3 g 1 for FC-23-700 and 30 m2 g 1 and
0.08 cm3 g 1 for FC-23-900, which is probably due to the change of
microstructure, increased crystallinity and iron particle sintering
and agglomeration.53 After increasing the carbon layer thickness,
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Fig. 4 N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms and of (a) FC-23-900;
(b) FC-23-700; (c) FC-23-500; (d) FC-43-700.

the FC-43-500 particles showed a higher BET surface area and
higher pore volume (184 m2 g 1 and 0.35 cm3 g 1) than FC-23-500
because of the larger amount of carbon in FC-43-500 particles and
consequently larger amount of fine pores in the carbon shells.
Fig. 5 illustrates the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
survey spectra of FC-23-500, FC-23-700, FC-23-900 and FC-43700 with the corresponding high resolution spectra of N 1s and
Fe 2p, respectively. As shown in Fig. 5a, only a trace amount of
Fe can be detected (about 0.1 at%; Table S2, ESI†), indicating
that nearly all Fe3O4 particles were successfully embedded in
carbon boxes. The XPS high resolution narrow scan (Fig. 5b)
shows four overlapping N1s peaks corresponding to pyridinic
nitrogen (398.4 eV), pyrrolic nitrogen (399.9 eV), quaternary
nitrogen (401.1 eV), and pyridine-oxide (403.0 eV)54 with relative
concentration of about 27.4%, 31.8%, 27.9% and 13.0%, respectively.
Similarly, the Fe 2p peak (Fig. 5c) is very weak after carbonization.
The XPS survey spectra displayed in Fig. 5d, g and j also confirmed
the presence of C, N, Fe, and O elements in the particles studied. The
deconvoluted Fe 2p3/2 spectra are presented in Fig. 5f, i and l. As
expected, a mixture of Fe2+ and Fe3+ could be observed across all the
samples, which is consistent with the presence of Fe3O4.
However, the ratios of Fe2+ : Fe3+ were somewhat lower than
expected, which suggests the coexistence of Fe2O3. While the
XRD analysis (Fig. 5d, g and j) show only the presence of Fe3O4,
the XRD and XPS patterns are very diﬀerent. The XRD technique
probes the bulk, while XPS probes only the top few nanometers
of the sample’s surface (typically 2–5 nm). Hence, the discrepancy
between the XRD and XPS results is not surprising as it is entirely
possible that Fe2O3 is only present on the surface, while the bulk of
particles contains predominantly Fe3O4. The surface sensitivity of
XPS is also an important factor that indicates that iron particles
can be leached out of the carbon boxes, as confirmed by the TEM
images and XRD results, because photoelectrons emitted from any
material within the box would be severely attenuated by the
thickness of the carbon layer. In other words, XPS is incapable
of probing any material within the carbon box. The deconvoluted
Fe 2p spectrum of FC-23-900 (Fig. 5i), revealed also the presence of
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a small amount (about 5 at%) of metallic iron, which is consistent
with the previously reported XRD data that suggests that iron
migrates through the carbon box at higher temperatures.
Fig. 6a shows the cycling performance of the as-prepared
anode materials for lithium ion batteries at low current density
of 0.1 A g 1. Noticeably, FC-23-500 exhibits the best electrochemical performance, regarding both the specific capacity and
retention. The initial specific discharge capacity of FC-23-500 is
1120 mA h g 1, with a Coulombic eﬃciency of 86% (Fig. S4,
ESI†). The excess of theoretical capacity in the initial cycle is
attributed to the irreversible capacity related to the decomposition
of electrolyte to form a solid electrolyte interface (SEI) layer.
High capacities of 869 mA h g 1 and 857 mA h g 1 after 50 and
100 cycles could be achieved, respectively, indicating an excellent
capacity retention of FC-23-500. In contrast, FC-23-700 exhibits an
initial discharge capacity of 1366 mA h g 1 and a lower
Coulombic eﬃciency of 58%. The discharge capacity of FC-23-700
after 100 cycles was 623 mA h g 1, which corresponds to 45.6% of
its initial capacity. The FC-23-900 material had a low initial specific
capacity of 605 mA h g 1 due to the low content of active material
(iron oxide) in the composite. The discharge capacity of FC-23-900
after 100 cycles was only 280 mA h g 1, demonstrating its
unsuitability for practical applications in lithium ion batteries
at this stage. The electrochemical performance of FC-43-700 was also
investigated to compare the eﬀect of coating thickness. It was
evident that the material with higher carbon content (FC-43-700)
displayed lower specific capacity, retaining 351 mA h g 1 after
50 cycles and 380 mA h g 1 after 100 cycles.
Fig. 6b shows the rate capability of the FC-23-500, FC-23-700,
FC-23-900 and FC-43-700 samples evaluated at the current
densities in the range of 0.1–5 A g 1. The discharge capacity
of the core–shell structured FC-23-500 remained at 804, 759,
674, 527, 420 and 384 mA h g 1 levels at the current densities of
0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2 and 5 A g 1, respectively. The FC-23-500 anode
exhibited an excellent rate capability because it can deliver a
high capacity of about 384 mA h g 1 at a high current of 5 A g 1.
After decreasing the current density to 0.1 A g 1, the discharge
capacity could recover to about 800 mA h g 1, implying an
excellent reversibility of FC-23-500. In comparison, the FC-23-700,
FC-23-900 and FC-43-700 samples deliver inferior capacities at all
testing currents. They display lower discharge capacities at high
rate, namely, 108, 3 and 88 mA h g 1, respectively, at the high
current of 5 A g 1.
Fig. 7a shows the CV profile of FC-23-500 collected at a scan
rate of 0.1 mV s 1 between 0.01 and 3.0 V. In the initial cathodic
sweep, the broad peak appearing at about 0.5 V could be attributed
to the reduction reaction of Fe ion to metallic Fe. In addition,
this cathodic process was also associated with electrolyte
decomposition to form the SEI layer and the reversible conversion
reaction of lithium ion to form Li2O. An anodic peak was present
at about 1.7 V, corresponding to the reversible oxidation of Fe. In
the subsequent cycles, the cathodic peak potential shifted to
0.85 V. The CV curves of FC-23-500 are identical from the second
cycle, indicating high reversibility and good capacity retention.
In contrast, the CV curves of other samples show either lower
reactivity or worse reversibility (in Fig. S5, ESI†). Fig. 7b shows
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Fig. 5 Survey XPS spectra (a, d, g and j), high resolution N 1s XPS spectra (b, e, h and k), high resolution Fe 2p XPS spectra (c, f, i and l) of FC-23-500,
FC-23-700, FC-23-900 and FC-43-700, respectively.

Fig. 6 (a) Discharge capacity versus cycle number plots of FC-23-500,
FC-23-700, FC-23-900 and FC-43-700 measured at a current density of
0.1 A g 1, (b) the rate capability of FC-23-500, FC-23-900 and FC-43-700
at diﬀerent current densities between 0.1 and 5 A g 1.

Fig. 7 (a) Cyclic voltammograms of FC-23-500 at a 0.1 mV s 1 scan rate
between 0.01 and 3.0 V, (b) Nyquist plots of the electrodes composed of
FC-23-500, FC-23-700, FC-23-900 and FC-43-700.

the Nyquist plots of electrode materials measured at room
temperature, which were collected by an electrochemical

impedance spectroscopy (EIS) method. All profiles represent a
combination of a straight line in the low frequency region and a
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semicircle in the moderate frequency region. The straight line
in the low frequency region implies a typical Warburg behaviour,
which is related to the diﬀusion of lithium ions in the solid
electrodes. The depressed semicircle in the moderate frequency
region is attributed to the charge transfer process. The numerical
value of the diameter of the semicircle on the Zre axis gives an
approximate indication of the charge transfer resistance (Rct).
Therefore, as can be seen, the trend of charge transfer resistance
was in the following order: FC-23-500 o FC-23-700 o FC-23-900.
The abovementioned electrochemical data indicate that the
core–shell structured FC-23-500 shows the best overall performance
in terms of the specific capacity, long term retention and high
rate performance. The significantly enhanced electrochemical
performance of FC-23-500 can be attributed to the unique core–
shell structure ensuring sufficient electrolyte/electrode contact
area, strengthened structure over long term electrochemical
processes, and high dynamics for lithium diffusion. The FC-23-700
sample showed lower specific capacity, larger irreversible capacity
and worse retention due to the fragmentation of the outer carbon
shells, causing inferior structural stability and additional side
reaction during SEI formation. During the cycling, the broken
outer carbon shells (Fig. 2f) were unable to protect the Fe3O4
particles, and leaching could take place from these shells after
long term cycling. The FC-23-900 material showed the lowest
capacity due to the low content of active material (iron oxide) in
the composite. Analysis of CV and EIS data demonstrates the
same trend in reactivity, reversibility and lithium ion diffusion
kinetics, which is expressed in the following order: FC-23-500 4
FC-23-700 4 FC-23-900, and is consistent with the electrochemical
behaviour of these materials.

Conclusions
In summary, the Fe3O4–carbon composites with core–shell,
yolk–shell and hollow microboxes were facilely synthesized by
a polymer coating of Fe3O4 microboxes, followed by carbonization
at different temperatures. The core–shell structured Fe3O4–carbon
composites (FC-23-500) possess a high specific surface area of
156 m2 g 1, large pore volume of 0.3 cm3 g 1, and a well-defined
cube-like structure uniformly wrapped by N-doped carbon layer.
The yolk–shell structures and hollow Fe3O4–carbon composites
could only be achieved when the polymer thickness exceeded
23 nm. This study shows an excellent performance of these
materials in lithium ion batteries. The core–shell structured
FC-23-500 electrode delivered a highly reversible capacity of
857 mA h g 1 at a current density of 0.1 A g 1 after 100 cycles.
Moreover, this electrode showed a superior high-rate capability
and achieved a reversible capacity of 384 mA h g 1 at a current
density of 5 A g 1. Due to an inadequate protective carbon shell and
Fe3O4 leaching out of the carbon shells, inferior cycle performance
and rate capability were observed when the yolk–shell and hollow
particles were used as the electrodes. A great performance of the
core–shell Fe3O4–carbon structures proves the importance of rational
design and fabrication of core–shell particles with tunable structures,
multi-chemical composition and improved functionalities.
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